
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

A Cloud Data Protection and Management 
Solutions Provider Drastically Improved 
Their Sales and Marketing Outreach

Our client is a leading provider of cloud data protection and 
management solutions. They deliver globally accessible solutions that 
are infinitely scalable and have helped their customers reduce costs by 
over 50% by freeing them from the burden of unnecessary hardware 
and software management.

The company has been growing rapidly since 2009 and to support this 
growth, their marketing team wanted to develop an effective demand 
creation strategy.
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The Situation

Value of Good Content was Hampered by Inefficiencies

Their marketing team had strong content, but getting that content in front of potential buyers and 

processing those leads demanded a great deal of time and manual effort.

Unable to Reach the Desired Target Market

They nurtured and qualified leads through a popular CRM. However, the results were highly dependent 

on the quality of lead data injected into the system. With manual processing, the data was prone to 

errors and without a targeted audience, the process became tedious.
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Need for GDPR Compliant Data

To meet the changing regulations while using sales and marketing intelligence, they needed a GDPR 

compliant data vendor. They had to ensure there were no loose ends when it came to compliance.

Difficulty Managing Multiple Lead Sources

Promoting multiple content assets with different media partners was getting time consuming. 

Moreover, each of these partners operated independently from each other and their marketing team 

was unable to attribute the opportunities or revenue to particular campaigns or a specific piece of 

content.



The Solution

With proprietary technographic data powered by our solutions backed by technographic intelligence and 

SMARTe Consent content syndication solution, SMARTe achieved impressive results.

Harnessed our rich data resources comprising of 120+ million contacts, to identify high-quality 
prospects and decision-makers, who matched our client’s ICP (Ideal Customer Profile) to generate a list 
of 3347 high-value contacts with accurate email IDs and phone numbers

Created contextual messaging for the targeted audience which involved creation and curation of all 
content across landing pages and EDMs

Pushed the marketing asset (E-Book) to the most relevant target audience and managed every facet of 
the campaign like content writing, content placement, verification and validation

Followed up with prospects who are in the evaluation stage and are close to making a spending decision

Performed A/B testing to understand which piece of content performed better for the desired 
conversion goals

Continuously monitored the program with regular reports on which content items are performing best 
and converting to MQLs or opportunities

SMARTe is an important part of our lead generation strategies and data practices. We observed a 30% increase in open-rate
for mails sent to prospects.
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-  Chief Marketing Officer
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3K+
High Value Prospects Reached

15%
Average Open-rate Per Campaign

180+
Quality Leads Delivered

6%
Average Click-rate Per Campaign

www.smarteinc.com

The Result


